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“ shape. vThe former block A may be of any 

Be it known that we,‘ BYRON A. Lrrorr 
FIELD and LOUIS ZIMMERMANN, citizens of 
the United States, residing at Pontiac, 
county of Oakland, State of Michigan, have 
invented a certain new and useful Improve 
ment in Devices for Forming Springs, and 
declare the following to be a full, clear, and 
exact description of the same, such as‘will 
enable others skilled in the art to which it 
pertains to make and use the same, refere 
ence being had to the accompanying draw 
ings, which form a part of this speci?ca 
tion. ' _ I ‘ 

Our invention relates to improvements in 
mechanism for the manufacture of springs, 
especially springs for vehicles ‘adapted to 
‘travel upon common roads as carriages, wag 
ons, automobiles and the like, and it con: 
sists in the various arrangements and com 
binations hereinafter described and claimed. 
In the drawings: Figure 1, is a plan view. 

of our improved arrangement and construc 
tion with the spring blank in place adapted 
to be shaped to its permanent form. Fig. 
2, is a_ plan view ‘of the same apparatus with 
the ‘blank shaped upon( 
Fig. 3, is'a cross section on the line X——X 
of Fig. 2. Fig. 4., is a cross section on the 
line Y--Y Fig. 2. ‘ 

Similar letters refer to similar parts. . 
In the manufactureiof springs the usual 

mode ‘of shaping them is -to create a former 
which in the apparatus we have devised is. 
shown at A,.B being apblank heated ‘to the 
extent of destroying its elasticity so that 
when it is formed, it will retain its formed 

particular form desired for the s ring. In 
the block we have shown, the 
the type used quite extensively in'the man-v 
ufacture of automobile springs. The blank 
B being adapted when 'formed to be the 
master leaf of the spring ‘although it is ob 
vious that other and shorter blanks can be 
formed upon the same former A to conform 
thereto. The master leaf usually contains 
eyes ‘at the ends e e to take attaching bolts 
and thereby attaching them to clips which. 
in turn are attached to axles or other sup 
porting means. i 
C is a plunger adapted to be operated 

longitudinally in the dlrection of the arrow 
by any convenient means, as a rotating cam, 
hydraulic press, or other equivalent means 
for forcing it up toward the former block 

_the rods. 

the former block. ‘ 

orm is of 

A, as shown in Fig. 2. Of course, the 
former block A and its support A’ are held 
rigidly upon any convenient means of sup 
part (not shown) so that the plunger C 
can be made to approach it to within any 
determinate distance. 
. The plunger G comprises a frame D hav 
1ng_cross bars E E which carry slidably en 
gaging therewith rigid stems F F of any 
convenient number and which in turn sup 
port plunger bars G G. The bars G G them 
selves are in turn attached to the rods F 

lines in Fig. 4, at g and are fastened there 
in by set screws g’ g’. By means of the 
set screws the bars G may be adjusted with 
reference to the rods F. Surroundin the 
rods F are strong spiral springs S S %eing 
held therein by pins S’ S’ passing through 

0 By this means the bars G are 
cushioned, they being yieldingly held by the 
springs S S. I 
In addition to the bars G G we employ 

two‘ heavier thrust bars H H pivoted ,at k it 
upon the'plunrrer C the pivot hole being 
elongated, as shown at h’ Fig. 3. These 
bars H ‘H are backed up preferably by 
bowed springs so that they also can yield 
1n their elongated pivot holes to a certain 
extent agalnst any pressure brought 
agarnst their outer ends. At the outer ends 
are ]ournaled a pair of rollers R R. These 
are really friction rollers and are adapted 
to be brought upon the outer edges of the 
spring blank B. The two bars H H are 
connected by a strong spiral spring S2 so 
that normally when disengaged from the 
spring blank they1 are drawn toward each 
other thereby wit considerable force bring 
ing together. the plungers G G between 
them, as shown in Fig. 1. Any convenient 
means of attaching the spring S2 to these 

- bars H H may be used as a bolt for instance. 
at T Fig. 4. 

It is in the use of the bars H connected 
by the spring S2 and their mode of oper 
ation,‘ especially in regard to the forming 
of a spring of the form shown in the draw 
ings that our invention more particularly 
resides. A larger number of plungers G, 
G may be used than are necessary ordinarily 
but these accommodate longer or shorter 
springs and also when not impinging upon 
any spring, theyoperate as guides for the 
other plungers. Ordinarily the plungers 
G G are set upon the rods F so that their 
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10 simple. 

lower ends. in contour generally conform to 
the shape of the form spring. This adjust 
ment is made by the set screws 9’ and when 
once set it is unnecessary to reset except a 

5 new former’of different shape‘ is employed 
and then they are made generally to conform 
tothatpw" " ‘ 

The operation of the device, although 
somewhat complicated in detail, is extremely 

Of the former shown, in Fig. 1 at 
A the heated blank 3 is placed in proper 
relation thereto and centered by a center 
bolt V.‘ _While .still in the, heated condition 
the plunger head C is moved toward it, the 

15 rollers R R engaging that part of the spring 
which is opposite the concavities or reen 
tering anglesnzz a_.on- the former and bring‘ 
mg a ‘pressure to bear not only directly 
against the former but by virtue of the con 

20 meeting springv S2, the pressure is on con 
verging lines thus compelling the spring 
blank B to takelthe form of the concavity 
a a; The outer ends of the bars H H being 
separatedagainst the spring S2 the rolls R'R 

gal-911mg along the spring blank and rolling it 
into-shape, as it were, upon the former A. 
The plungers G ‘G respectively also engage 
the spring-leaf and press closely into shape 
to the former A and when so pressed it is 

30 allowed to remain until the spring-leaf is 
comparatively cold when it sets in the form 
that it has been shaped to. The plunger 
head C carrying all these ~attachments is 
then withdrawn, the formed spring-leaf may 

35 or may not be withdrawn as other and 
shorter leaves may be formed upon it using 
it as a former or it may be withdrawn and 
the shorter leaves ‘forming upon the original 
former A if desired. .It is preferable, how 

40, ever, to form the leaves corresponding to the 
entire-spring upon one another successively 
as thereby their contours enlarge to conform 
to the enlargement required by the shape of 
the ‘spring when assembled. Thus two to 

45. four'or ?ve successive leaves of the entire 
spring may be formed one after another, 
each succeeding one being upon the one pre- _ 
ceding it, until the entire assembled'spring is 
complete. The leaves then- are taken off, 

50 heated and tempered in the usual manner. ‘ 
Having‘ thus described our invention what 

we desire to claimv is: e . ‘ v 

1, In mechanism ‘of the class described, 
'the combination of a former provided with a 

55 reéntering angle, a plunger, a thrust bar hav- _ 
ing a sliding and pivoting movement on said 
plunger, a spring for normally thrusting the 
thrust bar on its sliding pivot‘ toward the 

1,105,982 , 

I former, and‘ means ‘for yieldingly pulling the 
thrust bar to the side of a line parallel with 
the line of travel of the plunger and toward 
the high side of the reéntering angle of the 

' former. 

2. In mechanism of the class described, 
the combination of a former provided with 
a reenteringangle, a plunger adapted to be 
reciprocated toward and away from the 
former, a thrust bar having aslot and pin 
pivoting on. said plunger, a bowed spring 
carried ‘on. the plunger and engaging with 
the. pivoted end of the thrust bar, and a 
spring for yieldingly pulling the thrust bar, 
toward the high side of the reentering angle 
of the former. ' ' - 

3. In mechanism of the class described, 
the combination‘ of a former provided with 
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reentering angles on each- side of its mid ' 
portion, a'plunger adapted to be recipro-f 
cated toward and away from the former, a 
pair of thrust bars having a sliding and piv 
oting'movement on said plunger on opposite 

80 

‘side of the mid portion of the former with,’ 
.one thrust bar in adjacency with each re 
‘entering angle, means for yieldingly forcing 
each thrust bar longitudinally toward the 
,former, and means for yieldingly connecting 
the two thrust bars to .make them initially 
converge toward the mid portion of the 
former. ' ' 

4. In mechanism ‘of the class described, 
‘the combination of a former having reenter 
ing angles in either side of the mid portion, 
a pilunger adapted to be reciprocated toward 
an 

yieldingly pressed plunger bars mounted 
upon the plunger and yieldingly tending in 

away from the former, a plurality of 
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the direction of the former, a pair-ofthrust , 
bars having a sliding and pivoting‘ move 
ment to the plungerand located on- opposite 
sides of the mid portion of the former in 
adjacency one’ with each reentering angle, 

1.00 

the said two thrust bars being separated by_ I 
a plurality of. plunger bars, means for yield 
.inglyv thrusting the thrust 'bars'longitudi 
nally toward the former, and means for 
yieldingly‘ causing the thrust bars to initially 
converge, each bar tending toward the high 
side of the reentering angle. ‘ 
In testimony whereof, we sign this speci 

?cation in the presence of two witnesses. 
BYRON A. L'ITCHFIELD. 
LOUIS ZIMMERMANN. 

Witnesses: ' - 

FRANK F. GRIMMELSMAN, 
HAZEL M. JAY. _ 
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